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 Technical knowledge of the rules

- Does the SMSF have DSFA1?

- How does ECPI affect deductions?

- Does the SMSF need an actuarial certificate?
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ECPI & actuarial certificates

What we’ll cover today

 Application of the rules

- How does the platform know if the SMSF has 
DSFA1?

- How does the platform apportion expenses?

- How does the platform obtain an actuarial 
certificate?

1. Disregarded small fund assets



Disregarded small fund assets (DSFA)
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The importance of DSFA in an SMSF

1. Exempt current pension income

SMSF with DSFA

- Cannot use segregated 
method to claim ECPI1

- Must use proportionate 
method for entire income 
year to claim ECPI1

SMSF with no DSFA

- Must use segregated 
method to claim ECPI1 for 
periods of ‘deemed 
segregation’

- Can use segregated method 
to claim ECPI1 where SMSF 
elects to segregate fund 
assets

Where proportionate method is used to claim ECPI1 for any period → must have actuarial certificate 
with ECPI% prior to lodgement of SMSF annual return
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ECPI – current approach

1 July 30 June1 Jan 

Proportionate method
Actuarial certificate required with ECPI% to apply

Segregated method
No actuarial certificate required

Eligible assessable income x ECPI% Eligible assessable income Total ECPI

SMSF has ‘disregarded small fund assets’

Proportionate method
Actuarial certificate ECPI% apply to eligible assessable income for entire year



 Utilising Accurium’s actuarial certificate data for financial year 2018-19 our research has identified:

- 20% of funds who applied for an actuarial certificate declared that they had disregarded small fund 

assets

- BUT → no member had a balance in the SMSF of at least $1.6m

 This suggests that either:

- quite a significant proportion of SMSF retirees have assets in other super funds; or 

- that some SMSFs may be mis-reporting their DSFA status, which could lead to an incorrect ECPI 

calculation if the fund has periods solely in retirement phase.
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Accurium actuarial certificate stats - DSFA

Statistics obtained from Accurium’s research paper ‘SMSF Retirement Insights Volume 9: The retirement phase tax exemption’ Feb 2021



 Section 295.387 of ITAA 1997

- Annual assessment to determine the methods a fund is eligible to use to claim ECPI

 An SMSF will have disregarded small fund assets in a given financial year if meets ALL below:

- In the given financial year the SMSF has any member in retirement phase at any time; &

- At prior 30 June the SMSF has a member:

- With total superannuation balance that exceeds $1.6m1; &

- Was receiving a retirement phase income stream (pension) from any super fund.
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When will an SMSF have DSFA?

1 - $1.6m TSB threshold for DSFA is set in legislation and will not index like the general transfer balance cap 



 30 June 2019

- Member A had TSB of $1.8m → accumulation

- Member B had TSB of $750k → ABP

 1 July 2019

- Member A withdraws $200k

- Member A commenced ABP for $1.6m

 2019/20

- SMSF consists wholly of retirement phase 
pensions

- ECPI method?
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Does the SMSF have DSFA?

Does the SMSF have disregarded small fund assets for 
2019/20?

 Fund is an SMSF

 SMSF has at least one superannuation interest in 
retirement phase during 2019/20

 At 30 June 2019:

An SMSF member has a TSB that exceeds $1.6m

x The same SMSF member is receiving a retirement 
phase member

During 2019/20 the same SMSF member had a 
superannuation interest in the SMSF.

SMSF does not have disregarded small fund assets for 2019/20 
→ MUST use segregated method for periods consisting wholly of retirement phase account-based type income streams
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More information + help

Available from Accurium website home page

Quick links “Does your fund have 
disregarded small fund assets?”
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DSFA and segregation

SuperMate



Effect of ECPI on fund deductions
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ECPI effect on fund deductions

ECPI

s.8-1 
general 
dedns

Specific 
dedns no 
apportion

Specific 
dedns 

apportion

Tax 
losses

Capital 
losses
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Deductible expenses & ECPI

Apportioned

S.8-1 general expenses

Div 40 capital allowance (depreciation)

Div 43 deduction for capital works

Not apportioned
S.25-5 tax related expense

S.295-460 insurance premiums

S.295-470 future service liability deduction

S.70B (1936 Act) loss on traditional 
securities (ATO ID 2014/26)
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Common SMSF expenses

S.8-1 general exps

Accounting & administration fees

Audit fees

Bank charges

Investment costs & management fees

Cost to amend SMSF trust deed (updating)

ASIC annual return fee

S.25-5 tax related exps

Tax agent fee

Actuarial fee for ECPI

ATO SMSF levy

Tax advice fee

Legal fees (complying with income tax 
obligations)
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Apportioning s.8-1 expenses

‘Indifferent’ expense → apportion on fair and reasonable basis

Actuarial method:

expense amount x (100% - ECPI%) {investment related exps}

Income ratio method:

expense amount x (assessable income/total income) {general exps}

‘Distinct and severable’ expense or part

Identify expense or part of expense specific to deriving assessable income → deductible

TR 93/17

Updated 17 May 2017

ATO website – QC 53481



Effect of ECPI on fund deductions
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 ECPI% of 70% actuarial certificate obtained

 $3,000 of investment expenses; 

 $5,000 of general expenses;

 $17,100 of assessable contributions;

 $200,000 of non concessional contributions;

 $1,239,000 rollover into the fund;

 $11,494 of assessable interest income
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SMSF using proportionate method to claim ECPI1

1. No periods of deemed segregation or SMSF has DSFA
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Case study continued…..

 Claim for ECPI will be $8,046

- (70% of $11,494)

 Claim for investment expense will be $900

- (100% - 70%) x $3,000

 Claim for general expenses will be $4,973:

{$5,000 x ([$11,494 + $17,100 + $200,000 + $1,239,000] - $8,046)}

($11,494 + $17,100 + $200,000 + $1,239,000)

 If used 100% less actuary % - only claim $1,500

 If left out NCC & Rollover - only claim $3,593
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ECPI effect on fund 

expenses

SuperMate



Obtaining an actuarial certificate
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 Section 295.390 of ITAA 1997 

- An actuarial certificate is required 

- Actuarial certificate is for a full income year and states the exempt income proportion

- ECPI = exempt income proportion x assessable income 

 Applies to income earned in periods where a fund is not solely in retirement phase, or where the fund has 

disregarded small fund assets

- A net capital gain will have the exempt income proportion apply

- A net capital loss can be carried forward

 Proportionate (unsegregated) method is most commonly used until a fund is solely in retirement phase 
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When does an SMSF need a certificate?
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More information + help
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Ordering an actuarial 

certificate

SuperMate



 The SMSF Association is the independent, professional body representing Australia's self-managed super fund 
sector.

 Accurium is an SMSF Association Accredited Educator

 If you would like to find out more information about the association you can opt-in to receive 
communications directly from them by emailing your contact details to communications@accurium.com.au
and saying you would like to opt-in to SMSF Association communications.
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Self Managed Super Fund Association

Do you want more information from the SMSF Association?

mailto:communications@accurium.com.au
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Contact us 
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